Abstract. Using a construction that builds a monoid from a monoid action, this paper exhibits an example of a direct product of monoids that admits a prefix-closed regular cross-section, but one of whose factors does not admit a regular cross-section; this answers negatively an open question from the theory of Markov monoids. The same construction is then used to show that for any full trios C and D such that C is not a subclass of D, there is a monoid with a cross-section in C but no cross-section in D.
Introduction
Cross-sections (that is, sets of normal forms) of semigroups and groups have been an important area of investigation, both in their own right and in connection with other topics such as automatic structures [ECH + 92, CRRT01]. Sometimes rather suprising results have emerged, such as the free inverse monoid of rank 1 having no regular cross-section [CS01, Proof of Theorem 2.7].
A group is Markov if it admits a prefix-closed regular language of unique representatives. This notion was introduced by Gromov in his seminal paper on hyperbolic groups [Gro87, § 5.2], and explored further by Ghys & de la Harpe [GdlH90] . The study of the concept of being Markov was extended to semigroups and monoids by the second and third authors [CM14] , who proved that the class of Markov monoids is closed under direct product [CM14, Theorem 14.1(1)] and asked whether this class is closed under direct factors [CM14, Question 14.6] .
One of the main results of this paper is the construction of an example of a monoid that does not have a regular cross-section but whose direct product with the free group of rank 1 does have a regular cross-section, and indeed a prefix-closed one. This proves that neither the class of regular cross-section monoids nor the class of Markov monoids is closed under direct factors. This may shed new light on the long-standing open questions on whether the classes of automatic monoids [CRRT01, Question 6.6] and The other main result is that for any full trios C and D such that C is not a subclass of D, there is a monoid with a cross-section in C but no cross-section in D.
The main tool is a construction developed by Maltcev & Ruškuc [MR13] that produces a semigroup from a semigroup action or a monoid from a monoid action; the details of the construction are recalled in Subsection 2.1.
Preliminaries
2.1. Monoids from monoid actions. This subsection recalls the construction of a monoid from a monoid action introduced (for semigroups) in [MR13, § 5] .
Let M be a monoid acting (from the right) on a set T . Define the monoid M [T ] to be the disjoint union M ∪ T with multiplication in M as before and defined elsewhere by tm = t · m; mt = t; ty = y for all t, y ∈ T and m ∈ M .
It is straightforward to check that this multiplication is associative.
Languages and cross-sections.
For the definition of basic languagetheoretic concepts, see [HU79] . Recall in particular that a full trio (also called a cone) is a family of languages, containing at least one non-empty language, closed under homomorphism, inverse homomorphism, and intersection with regular languages. Recall also that full trios are closed under GSM mappings and inverse GSM mappings [HU79, Theorems 11.1 & 11.2]. Full trios are also closed under the operation of union with a regular language. Since this fact does not seem to be explicitly stated in the literature, we give a proof here:
Lemma 2.1. Full trios are closed under the operation of union with a regular language.
Proof. Let C be a full trio, let L ∈ C and let R be a regular language. If L is empty, then L ∪ R is regular and so L ∪ R ∈ C since a full trio contains all regular languages [HU79, p. 271] . So suppose L is non-empty. Let A be the alphabet of L ∪ R and let x be a new symbol not in A. Define a homomorphism that fixes each symbol in A and maps x to some word in L. Then L ∪ {x} is also in C by the closure of full trios under inverse homomorphism. Now consider the substitution that fixes each symbol in A and maps x to R; the image of L ∪ {x} under this substitution is L ∪ R. By the closure of full trios under substitution with regular sets [HU79, Theorem 11.4], L ∪ R ∈ C.
For the definitions of tree-adjoining languages, see [Kal10] ; for ET0L languages, see [Roz73] ; and for indexed languages see [Aho68] .
Recall that a cross-section (or set of normal forms) for a monoid M is a language L over some generating set A for M such that every element of M has a unique representative in L. Generally, we are interested in crosssections lying in some natural class of languages, which are usually made up of languages over a finite alphabet (so that the cross section is over some finite generating set). A Markov monoid is a monoid with a prefix-closed regular cross-section over some (necessarily finite) generating set; see [CM14] for background reading.
Lemma 2.2. Let M be a monoid that has a cross-section in a class of languages C that is closed under homomorphisms. Let A be a generating set for M . Then M has a cross-section over A in C.
[This technical result is trivial to prove, but does not seem to appear explicitly in the literature in the form used in this paper, so a proof is supplied.]
Proof. Let M have a cross-section K in C with respect to some generating set B. For each b ∈ B, choose a word u b ∈ A * representing b. Let φ : B * → A * be the homomorphism that extends the map
Then L is clearly also a cross-section for M , and, since C is closed under homomorphisms, L is also in C.
Direct factors
This section is dedicated to using the construction described in Subsection 2.1 to define a monoid that does not admit a regular cross-section, but whose direct product with Z admits a regular cross-section.
Let F be the free monoid with basis {x, y, y ′ , z, z ′ }. Let
Define an action of the generators x, y, y ′ , z, z ′ on T as follows:
if α ∈ B and β = 0, Ω if α ∈ B and β = 0;
if α ∈ B and β = 0, Ω if α ∈ B and β = 0; Figure 1 illustrates the action of F on T . Actions which fix points of T (which would be loops at some vertex) are omitted for clarity. The elements p 3,β and elements p 4,β are shown to illustrate the different action on p α,β when α is and is not a power of 2.
Proposition 3.1. The direct product F [T ] × Z has a prefix-closed regular cross-section.
Proof. Let
We claim that L is a regular cross-section for F [T ] × Z. Note first that every word in L 1 is non-empty and begins with e or f , whereas no word in L 2 begins with e or f . Hence the union L 1 ∪ L 2 is disjoint. The aim is now to show that every element of T × Z has a unique representative in L 1 and that every element of F × Z has a unique representative in L 2 .
It is easy to see that L 2 maps bijectively onto F × Z, for the prefix in
is uniquely determined by the Z-coordinate.
To show that L 1 maps bijectively onto T × Z, note first that words of the form f d * 1 ∪ f d * −1 map bijectively onto {Ω} × Z. It remains to show that the set of words of the form
γ maps bijectively onto P × Z. In each case, the prefix ea α labels a path in the Cayley graph of F [T ] that leads to the element (p α,0 , 0). The paths then stay within the set { p α,β : β ∈ Z } × Z, but 'look' quite different depending on whether α ∈ B (see Figure 2 ) or α / ∈ B (see Figure 3 ). To prove bijectivity formally, proceed as follows. First, note that
Similarly, 
Let (p α,δ , ζ) ∈ T × Z. There are eight cases to consider, depending on whether α = 2 k for some k; whether δ ≥ 0 or δ < 0; and whether ζ ≥ δ or ζ < 0. We do one exemplary case: α = 2 k for any k, δ ≥ 0, and ζ < δ. Then
Furthermore, checking the other cases shows that this is the unique element of L 1 representing (p α,δ , ζ). Let L (1) be the language consisting of suffixes of words in L that lie in p 0,0 {x, y, y ′ , z, z ′ } * . Note that L (1) can be obtained by applying a GSM mapping to L, and so L (1) is regular. (The required GSM initially reads input symbols without producing output. It non-deterministically chooses some point at which to produce output, and subsequently outputs each symbol it reads, checking that the suffix after the chosen point is of the required form.) Note also that Ω ∈ L \ L (1) . All words in L that have suffixes in L (1) satisfy case 3 above. Thus the language L (1) must map bijectively to T \ {Ω}.
Let p 0,0 v ∈ L (1) . Suppose that v = v ′ xwxv ′′ , where w ∈ {y, y ′ , z, z ′ } * . Then v ′ x must send p 0,0 to some p α,0 (for the symbol x would send any other point to Ω, contradicting the fact that Ω ∈ L is a unique representative). Further, if p α,0 · w = p α,β for β = 0 (note that the action of w cannot alter α), then p 0,0 · v = p α,β · xv ′′ = Ω, which is again a contradiction. Hence p α,0 · w = p α,0 . Thus deleting the subword w from v does not alter the represented element. Similar reasoning applies if v = wxv ′′ for some w ∈ {y, y ′ , z, z ′ } * ; again w can be deleted without altering the represented element. Apply a GSM mapping to L (1) that deletes any string of symbols from {y, y ′ , z, z ′ } between p 0,0 and x or between two symbols x; this yields a regular language L (2) ⊆ p 0,0 x * {y, y ′ , z, z ′ } mapping bijectively to T \ {Ω}. (The required GSM initially outputs each symbol it reads. On encountering a symbol p 0,0 or x, it non-deterministically guesses whether there now follows a string of symbols from {y, y ′ , z, z ′ } followed by another x. If it guesses 'yes', it checks whether what follows is a string of this form, producing no output until it reaches the x, when it resumes outputting each symbol it reads. If it guesses 'no', it continues to output each symbol it reads, checking that what follows is not a string of the given form.)
Now let p 0,0 v ∈ L (2) . Suppose that v = v ′ ywyv ′′ for w ∈ {z, z ′ } and that p 0,0 · v ′ y = p α,β . If α / ∈ B, then p α,β · w = p α,β and so deleting w does not alter the represented element. So assume α ∈ B. Then p 0,0 · v ′ = p 0,0 · v ′ y = p α,0 , since otherwise the action of y would lead to Ω. Similarly, p 0,0 · v ′ yw = p 0,0 · v ′ ywy = p α,0 . So w fixes p 0,0 · v ′ y and so deleting w does not alter the represented element.
The same reasoning applies if one replaces either or both of the distinguished symbols y by y ′ . Apply a GSM mapping to L (2) that deletes any string of symbols from {z, z ′ } between two symbols from {y, y ′ }; this yields a regular language L (3) ⊆ p 0,0 x * {z, z ′ } * {y, y ′ } * {z, z ′ } * that maps bijectively to T \ {Ω}. (The required GSM functions similarly to the last-described one.)
Then β = 0, for otherwise the action of y would lead to Ω. Hence w fixes p 0,0 · x α and so deleting w does not alter the represented element. The same reasoning applies if one replaces the distinguished symbol y by y ′ . Apply a GSM mapping to L (3) that deletes any string of symbols from {z, z ′ } between p 0,0 and a symbol from {y, y ′ }; this yields a regular language L (4) ⊆ p 0,0 x * {y, y ′ } * {z, z ′ } * that maps bijectively to T \ {Ω}. (Again, the required GSM functions similarly to the last-described one.)
Let n be larger than the number of states in an automaton recognizing L (4) . Consider p 2 n ,n ∈ T . Let p 0,0 x 2 n vw ∈ L (4) , where v ∈ {y, y ′ } * and w ∈ {z, z ′ } * , be the unique word representing p 2 n ,n . Then since at least n symbols z are required to reach p 2 n ,n from p 2 n ,0 , the word w has length at least n.
By the pumping lemma, p 0,0 x 2 n −k vw ∈ L (4) for some k such that 0 < k < n. Let p α,β = p 0,0 x 2 n −k v; then α = 2 n − k / ∈ B, so that z and z ′ fix p α,β . Since w has length at least n, it factors as w = pqr such that p 0,0 x 2 n −k vpq i r ∈ L (4) for all i ∈ N ∪ {0}. But z and z ′ fix p α,β , so all these words represent p α,β , which contradicts the fact that L (4) maps bijectively onto T \ {Ω}.
Combining Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 yields the following result:
(1) The class of monoids with regular cross-sections is not closed under taking direct factors. Proof. Let A = {x, y, y ′ , z, z ′ , p 0,0 , Ω} and let L be the one-counter language
Clearly, {x, y, y ′ , z, z ′ } * maps bijectively onto F . Further, p 0,0 · x α y n z n = p α,n and p 0,0 · x α (y ′ ) n (z ′ ) n = p α,−n (regardless of whether α ∈ B), and so p 0,0 x * { y n z n , (y ′ ) n (z ′ ) n : n ∈ N } maps bijectively onto T .
Cross-sections in different classes of languages
This section is dedicated to showing that we can 'separate' two full trios, one not contained in the other, using monoid cross-sections, and applying this result to some particular interesting language classes.
Theorem 4.1. Let C and D be full trios such that C is not a subclass of D. Then there is a monoid with a cross-section in C but no cross-section in D.
Proof. Since C is not a subclass of D, there is a language K over some finite alphabet B that is in C but not in D. Since full trios always contain the empty language, K is thus non-empty. Let
Let z be a new symbol not in B, let F be the free monoid on B ∪ {z}, and let F act on T as follows
q u · x = Ω for u ∈ K and x ∈ B ∪ {z};
The aim is now to show that the monoid F [T ] has a cross-section in C but not in D.
Let A = B ∪ {z, p ε , Ω}; note that A is a generating set for
Deletion of a fixed prefix p ε and a fixed suffix z can be performed by a GSM mapping. Since full trios are closed under inverse GSM mappings, and since K is in C, it follows that p ε Kz is also in C. Hence, by the closure of full trios under the operation of union with a regular language (Lemma 2.1), L is in C. Finally, it is clear that L is a cross-section for F [T ] since the sublanguage (B ∪{z}) * maps bijectively onto F , the sublanguage p ε B * maps bijectively onto { p u : u ∈ B * }, and the sublanguage p ε Kz maps bijectively onto { q u : u ∈ K }, and these three sublanguages, whose union is L, are disjoint. Now suppose for reductio ad absurdum that F [T ] admits a cross-section in D. By Lemma 2.2, assume without loss of generality that the cross-section is a language L over B ∪ {z, p ε , Ω}. Since replacing a single word in L can be carried out via intersection with a regular language and then union with a (one-element) regular language (see Lemma 2.1), assume that Ω ∈ L.
Let L ′ be the language consisting of suffixes of words in L that lie in p ε v, where v ∈ (B ∪ {z}) * . Note that L ′ can be obtained by applying a GSM mapping to L, and so L ′ ∈ D. (The GSM that extracts the required suffixes functions similarly to the one in the proof of Proposition 3.2.) By definition of multiplication in F [T ], and noting that Ω ∈ L \ L ′ , the words
Figure 4. Containment of selected classes of languages.
in L ′ must map bijectively to T \ {Ω}. By definition of the action of F on T , the words in L ′ that map bijectively to { q u : u ∈ K } are precisely those of the form p ε uz, where u ∈ K. Intersection with a regular language gives the language of the words u such that Figure 4 .)
The aim is now to show that, for each containment D C in Figure 4 , there is a monoid with a cross-section in C but that does not admit a crosssection in D. By Theorem 4.1, it suffices to exhibit a language that is in C but not in D.
Corollary 4.2. There exists a monoid that admits a TAL (and hence indexed) cross-section but does not admit an ET0L cross-section.
Proof. Let L ⊆ X * be any context-free but non-EDT0L language (the EDT0L languages are a proper subclass of the ET0L languages (note the 'D' in the name of the subclass); for the existence of context-free non-EDT0L languages, see [ER77] ). Let X ′ be a copy of X and φ : X * → (X ′ ) * the homomorphism defined by xφ = x ′ . Then the language L 1 = { w(wφ) rev : w ∈ L } is generated by a linear indexed grammar [DP84, Corollary 3.6] (note that the notion of linear indexed grammar in [DP84] is more restricted than the one in [Kal10] equivalent to tree-adjoining grammars) and is hence a TAL and therefore also indexed. However, L 1 is not ET0L [ERS76] . The result follows by Theorem 4.1. Corollary 4.3. There exists a monoid that admits an ET0L (and hence indexed) cross-section but admits no TAL cross-section.
Proof. Let L 2 = { www : w ∈ {a, b} * }. Then L 2 is generated by an ET0L-system with 4 tables, each containing a single non-trivial production. The non-trivial productions are S → T T T , T → aT , T → bT , and T → ε. However, L 2 is not a TAL [Kal10, Lemma 4.15]. The result follows by Theorem 4.1.
Corollary 4.4. There exists a monoid that admits a cross-section that is both ET0L and TAL but admits no context-free cross-section.
Proof. Finally, let L 3 = { a n b n c n : n ∈ N }. Then L 3 is TAL [Kal10, Problem 4.1] and ET0L, since it is generated by the following 3-table ET0L-system:
However, L 3 is easily shown not to be context-free by a pumping argument. The result follows by Theorem 4.1.
